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CASE STUDY

“We brought GRM in from the very 
start. During our feasibility study and 
deciding, at board level, if we wanted 
to open an office in Southern Africa, 
we knew that GRM’s extensive 
knowledge of the legal environment 
in South Africa would stand us in 
good stead. They did not let us 
down.”

TEAM MOVES: 
HELPING A GLOBAL 
LAW FIRM 
SUCCESSFULLY 
LAUNCH IN 
SOUTHERN AFRICA

MARKET MAPPING & MARKET ENTRY

OUTCOME
GRM successfully headhunted over 20 new employees 
to launch Pinsent Masons’ Johannesburg office, all of 
whom were still there after two years and counting. To 
ensure a smooth transition, GRM pay rolled all staff for 
the first three months, including tax and healthcare 
payments.

Pinsent Masons now boasts a market-leading 
South African office.

CHALLENGE
A global law firm headquartered in 
the UK; Pinsent Masons were 
exploring options to open a new 
office on the African continent.

As an authority on the legal job 
market in Africa, GRM came on 
board to conduct a feasibility study. 
The team geared up to collect and 
analyse the data and information 
Pinsent Masons needed to make an 
informed decision.

SOLUTION
Supported by award-winning researchers, GRM’s legal 
and executive search consultants – largely former 
attorneys – launched the project with a report outlining 
the legal requirements for opening an office in South 
Africa, from licenses to employment law and taxes.

Secondly, the team got to work mapping the entire 
market for partners and associates in their chosen 
practice areas. The extensive research project merged 
GRM’s existing data with new interviews and detailed 
fact finding and background checks to assess all 
potential candidates. 

The two-month project resulted in a comprehensive, 
130-page report from which ideal candidates were 
identified and approached. GRM managed the entire 
process from start to finish, working closely with the 
client based in the UK.
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